The VLXS low-rise lift is your solution for quick service operation on today’s passenger cars and trucks up to 10,000 lbs. Tire and brake work can now be performed on a wider variety of vehicles, thanks to the lift’s pads, adapters, wider drive-over capability. The vehicle spotting combinations allow lifting of uni-body and frame engagement — reaching recommended manufacturers pick-up points on most vehicles on the road today.

FEATURES:
- 10,000 and 7,000 lbs. capacity models
- Dual lifting cylinders
- Non-slip deck padding provides surface for adapters or vehicle pick-up points
- Ramps and side drive-over areas accommodate wider wheelbases
- ALI Gold Certified

VLXS10 / VLXS7
FIXED PAD / QUICK SERVICE LIFTS
Increasing Productivity with Rotary Lift

The VLXS low-rise lift is your solution for quick service operation on today's passenger cars and trucks up to 10,000 lbs. Tire and brake work can now be performed on a wider variety of vehicles, thanks to the lift's pads, adapters, wider drive-over capability. The vehicle spotting combinations allow lifting of uni-body and frame engagement — reaching recommended manufacturers pick-up points on most vehicles on the road today.

- 10,000 and 7,000 lbs. capacity models
- Dual lifting cylinders
- Non-slip deck padding provides surface for adapters or vehicle pick-up points
- Ramps and side drive-over areas accommodate wider wheelbases
- ALI Gold Certified

VLXS10 3-Position Adapters
Rubber contact pads on three sides increase the positioning capabilities.

Lo: 4 5/16”      Mid: 6 5/16”      High: 8 9/16”

The VLXS10 also comes with a set of four 1 1/2” rubber block adapters for low-profile vehicles.

VLXS7 Rubber Block Adapters
Standard with a set of four (4) each rubber blocks for quick access to lower profile and uni-body frame vehicles. Blocks are 1 1/2” and 3” in height.